1 Look at the pictures. Circle the living things. Cross out the things that are non-living. Two have been done for you.

2 Draw a living thing. Draw something that is non-living.
3. Look at the pictures. Is each one an animal or a plant? Circle the animals. Draw a box around the plants. Two have been done for you.


my favourite animal

my favourite plant
5 True ✔ or false ✗?

a Plants are living things.

b A stone is a living thing.

c Animals are living things.

d A pencil is not alive.

e A bottle top can grow.

6 Living things grow.

Plants grow. Draw a bigger tree in the box.

Animals grow. Draw a bigger cat in the box.
7 Finish the arrows to complete the chart.

Things around us

Living things

Non-living things

animals

plants

stones

water

8 Chant the sentences. Add more yourself.

I am alive.
A bird is alive.
A tree is alive.
A ________ is alive.

A stone is not alive.
A car is not alive.
A house is not alive.
A ________ is not alive.